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About This Game

Conquer the Galaxy In This ‘4x’ Strategy Game.

Lead one of 18 different alien races to become a mighty pan-galactic empire. Manage your colonies, deploy your fleets and
conduct research. Plot your strategy and turn your planets into mighty bastions. Explore new star systems, where you may

encounter tachyon storms, psychic plants, primitives or find abandoned alien technology. Diplomacy is of utter importance in
being successful. Make pacts and alliances, make threats or ask for favours - and when the time is right, replace diplomacy by

space combat and fight it out in real-time 3D.

The trade system lets you trade valuable commodities between both your own and alien worlds. Alien relics, rare minerals,
tourists, or even natural anti-matter, your freighters will carry them all. Although the game is complex, and the possible

strategies endless, powerful help and advisor features, help you get up to speed quickly. Unlike many games in this genre,
Armada 2526 Gold Edition focuses on providing a game that can be finished in a reasonable time, and emphasizes battle and

strategy over economic micro-management. All with one purpose: to emerge victorious and conquer the galaxy with your
armada.

Key Features

Turn based star map for fleets, colonies, research and diplomacy.
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Customizable map size and number of players. Map designer included.

18 animated alien races to play and battle against.

Full featured diplomacy system.

More than 150 technology items to research.

Trade system plus espionage and special ops system.

3D Real-time battle system for fighting huge battles.

More than a hundred beautifully crafted ship models.

Multiplayer by LAN or PBEM

Tough A.I. opponents.

Includes the expansion Supernova !
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Title: Armada 2526 Gold Edition
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ntronium Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP with SP2

Processor:2,4 Ghz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:256 MB DirectX® 9.0c compatible video card with Pixel/Vertex Shader 2.0 support

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX® 9.0c compatible sound card

English,German
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Great game but make sure your FPS is good because it can be a little laggy. Absolute \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage i
can't be any more blunt than that,I got this with a 90% off coupon and it still is'nt worth it get bejewelled if you want a colour
matching game its miles better than this rubbbish.. Finally I can uninstall this game now it's all done and finished. Sooooo much
content cut from the main game, its stupid. I'v decided I won't be purchasing any further entries in the series, Tomb Raider 2013
and Rise of The Tomb Raider were quite great with the latter being the best of the 3 In my opinion. I'v played enough Tomb
Raider.

About this DLC, it's quite short (like all of them), exploration and level design isn't amazing and the tomb just leaves me
wishing for more.. I named myself after a black man (Nelson Mendella) and immediately was lynched by flying fried chicken.
This game is racist.

10\/10. Another dive into mental platform, that drives users crazy or\/and kills them, known as STEA... imean STEM! Yeah,
STEM.... Simple nice voxel car racing game great for a casual gameplay - extremely cheap - customize your car and race against
the clock or against your friends. This game has potential but has many many issues. The movent is terrible and there is no blink
system that I could find. The combat has potential but the movment and handling are so awful especially on foot that the
immersion is constantly being broken. I found myself dying unwarrantedly over and over and doing the same this monotonously.
However, with the right fixes this game could be very very good but as it stands now it is, for the most part, unplayable if you
are looking for enjoyment and in its current state it is not something that I would want to play. I sincerely hope they fixed it
because I feel like i just threw my money away. :( If it is worked on and fixed I would give it a thumbs up.. MUSICS ARE
AWESOME GAME IS AWESOME AND SO CHEAP BUY IT OWO. My girlfriend says Monkey Cheese isn't strong enough.
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Good Game for Low-end PC , sorry my BAD english. Its really useful but i do not reccomend this if you have just started
because its like a mid game thing. So unless you want a little cheat thingy when you start get this or one of the other ones.. Did
you know it was possible to waste 19 cents? I got this as a gift and I still feel like I wasted my money.. This needs a repolish... or
a remake... then it would be playable.
There's a potential that i can sense but... as I said, this must be repolished.. cute, fun arkanoid/breakout game.

a strait forward arkanoid/breakout game complete with power moves but here you play as a hero that hits the ball to break the
blocks or enemies. if you have played this type of game before you'll know what you're in for and the only thing i can add is you
can co-op where both players can hit either ball.
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